Visualizing small differences using subtractive chromatographic analysis.
Subtraction of chromatograms coming from two different samples collected under identical conditions can highlight small variations, serving as a useful tool for visualizing differences between experimental and control groups. While the basis for this general approach has been known for decades, the technique is seldom used in modern chromatographic analysis. We report an investigation into the application of subtractive chromatographic analysis in several areas of pharmaceutical research where detection of small differences between samples is important. Our investigation found that elimination of artifacts caused by peak misalignment was often necessary, especially for extremely sharp chromatographic peaks obtained in rapid injection MISER chromatography. Alignment of individual peaks prior to subtraction, combined with fast detector sampling rates, or data interpolation in cases where this is not possible, was found to afford convenient visualization of small differences (∼1%) among samples, suggesting potential utility in high throughput screening of process adsorbents or other applications in pharmaceutical research and development.